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Evaluation Method of Insoluble Particulate 1 
Matter in Biotechnological Products (Bio-2 
pharmaceuticals) Drug Substances/Drug 3 
Products by Flow Imaging Method 〈G3-17-4 
182〉 5 
（フローイメージング法によるバイオテクノロジー応6 
用医薬品(バイオ医薬品)原薬／製剤中の不溶性微粒子7 
の評価法〈G3-17-182〉） 8 
 9 

Biotechnological products (hereinafter referred to as “bio-10 
pharmaceuticals”) may contain, insoluble particulate matter 11 
such as protein aggregates generated by proteins aggregating 12 
themselves, in addition to exogeneous materials, manufactur-13 
ing-process-derived materials and extractable substances 14 
from the formulation composition or the primary container. 15 
Evaluation and control of particulate matter contained in in-16 
jections play an important role in assuring the quality of final 17 
products. For the protein aggregates, more rigorous evalua-18 
tion and control is required because of immunogenicity con-19 
cern over protein drug products.  20 

The flow imaging method is a technique to count particu-21 
lates contained in a solution and measure their size distribu-22 
tion, and evaluate their morphological and optical properties, 23 
by analyzing the numerical information converted from the 24 
digital images which are captured continuously on the sample 25 
solution flowing into a flow cell. The light obscuration parti-26 
cle count test may not detect protein aggregates at all or un-27 
derestimate their particle size due to the difference in refrac-28 
tive index from water being so small. This is because the par-29 
ticle size is calculated by a particle size response curve based 30 
on polystyrene standard particles with a high refractive index. 31 
The flow imaging method has been, on the other hand, shown 32 
to be less sensitive to refractive index difference between the 33 
particles and the dispersion solvent than the light obscuration 34 
particle count test. Furthermore, by evaluating the morpho-35 
logical and optical properties it is also possible in some cases 36 
to classify protein-aggregates, silicon oil, air bubbles and 37 
other insoluble particulates. Quantitative evaluation of the 38 
number of particles and characterization of the particles by 39 
the flow imaging method is a useful evaluation method for 40 
insoluble particulates in therapeutic protein injections. In this 41 
general information, evaluation methods for insoluble partic-42 
ulates contained in biopharmaceuticals including therapeutic 43 
protein injections are mainly described. 44 

1.  Principles of Measurement 45 
The apparatus generally consists of a sample port, a flow 46 

cell which is the area for capturing images, flow path tubes 47 
for connection, a pomp (a tube pomp or a syringe pomp), an 48 
optical system including a light source, a camera as an imag-49 
ing instrument, and an image analyzer for the captured 50 

images. A sample solution flowing into the flow-cell is irra-51 
diated by light from the source and is captured by the imaging 52 
instrument. A measurable particle size depends on the thick-53 
ness of the flow-cell, the magnification of the objective lens 54 
and the performance of the camera, and in most cases the 55 
measurement range is approximately 2 to 100 µm. The parti-56 
cle image data is processed by the image analyzer and evalu-57 
ated for the shape and optical properties of each particle by 58 
recognizing the boundary of each particle in the image based 59 
on, for example, the contrast of the particles against the im-60 
age background. The particle concentration is obtained by di-61 
viding the particulate count by the measured volume. 62 

2.  Measurement 63 
2.1.  Instrument 64 

General procedure for the measurement is as follows. Em-65 
ploy the magnification of the objective lens according to the 66 
size of the particles to be measured, which is usually 4 to 20-67 
fold. Clean the flow-cell in advance and ensure that there are 68 
no particle remaining in the flow-cell. For cleaning the flow-69 
cell use particulate-free water or use, as necessary, detergent, 70 
diluted sodium hydroxide aqueous solution and ethanol, etc. 71 
Thereafter, focus the instrument appropriately following its 72 
operation procedure. Set required measurement parameters 73 
(flow rate, sample volume, image acquisition frequency, par-74 
ticle identification threshold against the background, etc.) for 75 
each instrument. An image acquisition efficiency is defined 76 
as the rate of the portion of the solution for which the images 77 
are analyzed to the total introduced into the flow-cell. For in-78 
struments that allow the setting of image acquisition effi-79 
ciency, the efficiency is calculated from the sample volume, 80 
flow rate, and image acquisition frequency (image acquisi-81 
tion efficiency＝image acquisition frequency (frames/s) × 82 
measured volume per image (mL/frame)／flow rate (mL/s) 83 
× 100 (%). The settings should be properly performed so 84 
that same particles are not counted in multiple times and that 85 
the sample volume for actual measurement is adequate. 86 
Where the area to be measured can be set, accuracy in count-87 
ing particles can be verified by measuring a particle count 88 
reference standard. Due to the nature of the instrument, a par-89 
ticle image with missing part may be captured due to part of 90 
particles being out of the measurement area. Handling of par-91 
tially captured images of particles should be stipulated in ad-92 
vance. 93 
2.2.  Operating method 94 

The measurement should be carried out under conditions 95 
limiting particulate contamination, preferably, in a clean cab-96 
inet with laminar flows, etc. Gently shake the sample thor-97 
oughly, swirling the container slowly for example, so that the 98 
particles in the sample are uniformly dispersed. When open-99 
ing the container, clean the outer surface of the container 100 
opening with particle-free water and remove the closure cau-101 
tiously to avoid contamination of the contents. When 102 
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measuring particulates in solution, caution is required not to 103 
generate bubbles or new aggregates during the operation. If 104 
necessary, allow the container to stand under ambient pres-105 
sure or reduced pressure for the moment to eliminate air bub-106 
bles. Sonication is not appropriate as it may cause aggrega-107 
tion or denaturation of proteins. The volume of sample to be 108 
introduced into the instrument is determined considering the 109 
sample volume and the tare volume. The sample volume is 110 
determined in an adequate volume considering the properties 111 
of the sample, the image acquisition efficiency, and the pre-112 
cision required for the analysis. If necessary, such as when 113 
the sample has a high viscosity or a large number of particles, 114 
it would be possible to dilute the sample subject by confirm-115 
ing a dilutional linearity. The number of the measurements 116 
should be determined appropriately based on the perfor-117 
mance of the instrument and the properties of the sample. 118 

When using an instrument that can set the threshold value 119 
individually, confirm in advance that the particle borders are 120 
properly recognized, as the threshold value impacts the re-121 
sults of analysis significantly. It is also advisable to verify 122 
that the particle shapes are correctly evaluated, and that noise 123 
is not misconstrued as a particle by using an actual sample, a 124 
degraded actual sample, or particle standards prepared to im-125 
itate protein aggregates. When comparing the data acquired 126 
at different threshold values, the impact of the difference in 127 
threshold values on the results of measurements should be 128 
duly considered. 129 

3.  Image analysis 130 
The sizes of detected particles are often represented by an 131 

equivalent circle diameter (the diameter of a circle having an 132 
area equivalent to the projected area of the particle). Other 133 
than the circular equivalent diameter, a sphere equivalent di-134 
ameter or a Feret’s diameter can also be used. Comparison of 135 
the particle sizes represented by such different particle defi-136 
nitions needs some caution. 137 

While the counting of particulates by the flow imaging 138 
method is the main object in this general information, the par-139 
ticle image may provide an estimate as to the origin, or the 140 
particles may be classified according to the features of the 141 
image. The main parameters to feature the particle properties, 142 
obtained as a result of the image analysis, include morpho-143 
logical parameters such as, in addition to particle size, area, 144 
particle perimeter, aspect ratio, circularity, etc., as well as op-145 
tical parameters such as brightness, standard deviation of 146 
brightness within the particles. Using these parameters, it is 147 
possible to classify the particles in the sample by the origin, 148 
such as, for example, silicon oil droplets derived from the 149 
container. Aspect ratio, roundness, perimeter, length, average 150 
and standard deviation of brightness are used to classify sili-151 
con oil droplets. Combine some of these parameters, set an 152 
optimal threshold of each parameter, and sieve step by step. 153 
A classification model can be established using sufficient 154 

image data accumulated, and used to classify the detected 155 
particles by their origin, by applying to image data acquired 156 
by the same instrument. As these parameters, however, de-157 
pend on the definition formula embedded in the imaging in-158 
strument and analysis software, as well as on the image ana-159 
lyzer system and the measurement conditions, the measured 160 
values may differ depending on the resolution, pixel number, 161 
and focusing method. Further to identify the origin, it should 162 
be necessary to use other appropriate technology such as mi-163 
cro-Raman spectroscopy which provides information on mo-164 
lecular structure and composition. 165 

4.  Validation of analytical method 166 
Validation of an analytical method is to demonstrate the 167 

validity of the method by demonstrating conformity to the 168 
pre-defined criteria for validation characteristics, such as ac-169 
curacy, precision, specificity (selectivity) in general. The val-170 
idation characteristics to be evaluated depend on the purpose 171 
of the test which uses the analytical method concerned. When 172 
a test method is to perform counting of insoluble particulates 173 
in pharmaceuticals, it would be difficult to conduct method 174 
validation in a similar manner as for usual quantitative assays, 175 
because there is no control sample with known accuracy that 176 
reflects an actual sample, making accuracy evaluation diffi-177 
cult, and the particulates contained in the actual samples of a 178 
drug product or a drug substance are distributed widely and 179 
heterogeneously in respect of particle sizes. The following 180 
validation characteristics are evaluated to demonstrate the 181 
validity of the method, using, for example, polystyrene parti-182 
cle standard with certified average particle size or polysty-183 
rene particle count reference standard with certified average 184 
particle size and particle concentration. The particle sizes and 185 
concentrations of the particle standard and particle count ref-186 
erence standard to be used should be appropriately deter-187 
mined considering the particle concentration and particle size 188 
distribution in the actual samples and specification values. 189 
Multiple particle standards having different particle sizes 190 
may also benefit the evaluation of analytical method perfor-191 
mance. The particle size distribution or the number of parti-192 
cles of particle standards to be used should be certified and 193 
quality-assured by an appropriate organization. In addition, 194 
silica particles or polymethylmethacrylate particles, both 195 
having a low refractive index, may serve as suitable model 196 
particles for protein-aggregates. These particles may there-197 
fore be useful in confirming if the particle size to be measured 198 
varies due to a small difference in refractive index between 199 
the model particle and the solvent, by utilizing the sample 200 
prepared by adding them to the solution with the same for-201 
mulation composition as that of the actual sample solution to 202 
be tested. 203 

Example of validation procedure for counting the num-204 
ber of particles by flow imaging method. 205 
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Accuracy: Measure 5, 10, and 25 µm polystyrene particle 206 
count reference standards and verify that the results obtained 207 
are within the certified particle size and particle concentra-208 
tion ranges. 209 

Precision: Evaluate repeatability and intermediate preci-210 
sion. Add 5, 10 or 25 µm standard particles to particle-free 211 
water or a solution consisting of the same formulation com-212 
position as that of the sample to be tested, to prepare samples 213 
for 3 levels of the particle concentrations for each standard 214 
particle. Measure each sample 3 times for repeatability. Us-215 
ing similarly prepared samples, measure the samples at least 216 
on different days and by different operators under the same 217 
conditions to calculate intermediate precision. 218 

Linearity: Add 5, 10 or 25 µm standard particles to parti-219 
cle-free water or a solution consisting of the same formula-220 
tion composition as that of the sample to be tested, and eval-221 
uate the linearity, for example, at 5 levels of particle concen-222 
tration. 223 

Specificity: When the particles are to be classified using 224 
classification model or as otherwise required, verify that the 225 
classification is properly performed, using a degraded sample 226 
or an actual sample with a target analyte added. 227 

5.  Assuring instrument performance 228 
5.1.  Calibration 229 

The particle sizes and the number of particles calculated 230 
by the flow imaging method are absolute values based on the 231 
principle of the measurement instead of relative values cal-232 
culated from the measured values of particle standards. 233 
Therefore, confirm using particle count reference standards 234 
that the instrument is operating correctly, and adjust the set-235 
tings if necessary. It is essential to confirm that the optical 236 
system operates appropriately in respect of focusing, bright-237 
ness of the light source, etc. In addition, since the perfor-238 
mance of the pump can also affect the measurement results, 239 
the flow rate should be adjusted and checked. For calibration 240 
of the instruments, use a polystyrene particle count reference 241 
standard and a polystyrene particle standard, with the particle 242 
size distribution and number of particles assured based on the 243 
absolute methods and certified by an appropriate organiza-244 
tion. 245 
5.2.  System Suitability 246 

To confirm in advance of the measurement that the instru-247 
ment is in appropriate operation condition and has been ade-248 
quately cleaned, it is recommended to set the following sys-249 
tem suitability. 250 

Confirm that the measured values (particle size and num-251 
ber of particles) obtained for an appropriate particle standard 252 
are within the pre-defined range. Confirm that the number of 253 
particles in filtered water (prepared immediately before use) 254 
is not more than the specified value. Set an appropriate parti-255 
cle size range according to the purpose. When the number of 256 
particles in the filtered water falls outside the appropriate 257 

range, repeat preparation of water to be used and cleaning of 258 
the instrument, and re-measure. 259 
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